H.S.S. blade excellent for materials with spiral chips such as aluminum, plastics, steels, etc.

B10
B10L
Left hand version of blade B10.
B10C
Solid carbide B10 for hardened steels (from HR38).
B20
H.S.S. blade for brass, cast iron and other materials with a powdery chip. Deburs in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions.
B20C
Solid carbide B10 for hardened steels (from HR38).
B30
Hooked blade simultaneously removes external and internal burrs from holes drilled into steels and plastics up to 4mm (0.16”) thick.
B60
H.S.S. blade can reach inside a wall up to 20mm (0.8”) thick to remove internal burrs from slots or drilled holes.

Left hand version of blade B10.

Solid carbide B10 for hardened steels (from HR38).

Deburs in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions.

Solid carbide B10 for hardened steels (from HR38).

Hooked blade simultaneously removes external and internal burrs from holes drilled into steels and plastics up to 4mm (0.16”) thick.

H.S.S. blade can reach inside a wall up to 20mm (0.8”) thick drilled into steels 2 plastics.

Part #                        Description                           Price
---                            -------------------------------    -----
BHB-1 Blade Holder B          Blade holder for all "B" Blades       $5.00
BHE4 Blade Holder             Blade holder for all "E" Blades       $7.00

Set B                          Contains Blades B10, B20, B10L, B10C, Blade Holder “B” and Handle “A” $15.00
B10                            H.S.S. blade excellent for material with spiral chips such as aluminum, plastics, steels, etc. $6.50
B10L                           Left hand version of blade B10. $6.50
B10C                           Solid carbide B10 for hardened steels (from HR38). $10.50
B20                            H.S.S. blade for brass, cast iron and other materials with a powdery chip. Deburs in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions. $7.00
B20C                           Solid carbide B10 for hardened steels (from HR38). $10.50
B30                            Hooked blade simultaneously removes external and internal burrs from holes drilled into steels and plastics up to 4mm (0.16”) thick. $6.50
B60                            H.S.S. blade can reach inside a wall up to 20mm (0.8”) thick to remove internal burrs from slots or drilled holes $7.00

Set E                          Contains Blades E100, E200, E300, E350, E600, E100L, E200L, E300L, E350L, E600L, Blade Holder “E” and Handle “A” $22.00
E100                           Excellent for materials with spiral chips such as aluminum, plastics, steel, etc. $14.70
E100L                          Left hand version of blade E100 $18.00
E200                           Idea for brass, cast iron and other materials with a powdery chip. Can deburr in both direction. $15.00
E300                           Hooked blade simultaneously removes both external and internal burrs from holes drilled into steels and plastics up to 4 mm (0.16”) thick. $26.30
E350                           Well suited to deburring straight edges keyways, etc. $21.00
E600                           H.S.S. blade can reach inside a wall up to 20 mm (0.8”) thick drilled into steels 2 plastics. $42.00

Classic Handle “A”
Classic universal handle. Accepts all Shaviv blades holders. To store spare blades inside handle, simply unscrew the back cap.